Lou Ye: Filmography

Screenwriter

*Suzhou he [Suzhou River]* (2000)
*Zi hudie [Purple Butterfly]* (2003)
*Yihe yuan [Summer Palace]* (2006)

Director

*Zhou mo qing ren [Weekend Lover]* (1995)
*Suzhou he [Suzhou River]* (2000)
*Zi hudie [Purple Butterfly]* (2003)
*Yihe yuan [Summer Palace]* (2006)

Producer

*Zi hudie [Purple Butterfly]* (2003)

Editor

*Zi hudie [Purple Butterfly]* (2003)

Television

*Don’t Be Young* (1996)

Other Film Credits

*Driving without licence* (1987)
*Earphones* (1989)
*In shanghai* (2001)